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SUMMARY

ON

A wind-tunnel investigation waa conducted at low syeed of
chord-extension controls, conventional ailerons, and spoilers on
a k5° swept-back wing of aspect ratio 4.5 and of taper ratio 0.5.
Measurements were made of the lift, drag, pitching moments, rolling
moments, and the rates of roll produced by the various controls.
The effect on the pitchi~oment characteristics of “fences” on
the up~er surface of the airfoil parallel to the air stream was
also determined.

The results indicate that the conventional ailerons were more
effective in producing rolling moments than either the chord-
extension controls or the spoilers. Maximum effectiveness of the
spoilers was obtained with the spoilers perpendicular to the air
stream.

The fences parallel to the air stream extended the linear
variation of pitching+mment coefficient with lift coefficient from
a lift coefficient of 0.45 to 0.80, but did not affect the longi–
tudinal instability at higher lift coefficients.

moDucTIoN

One of the major problems involved in the use of swept
wings is the provision of adequate lateral control, especially at
high lift coefficients. The experimental data of reference 1
indicate that the effectiveness of conventional ailerons in
producing rolling moments is considerably reducedby incorporating
sweepback in the wing plan form. Therefore, the effectiveness of
a different type of lateral-control device, consisting of the
reerward extension of the wing chord, we.ainvestigated on a 45° swep>
back semispan wing. Spoilers were also tested on the same wing to
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determine the effect of spoiler location relative to the air stream
on their effectiveness for providing rolling moments.

As simple sweep theory indicates that the damping in roll is
reduced by sweep and, since it was believed that the chord+xtension
controls would increase thls damping, comparative measurements were
made of the rates of roll produced by these controls and by conven-
tional ailerons on a full-span model of the same plan form as the
semispan wing. In order to obtain a more camprehmsive comparison of
the effactiveness of the controls, the rolling moments were also
measured at various angles of yaw.

In an attemmt to control the outboard spanwise flow tn the
bound&y layer &d thereby delay separation at the wing
effect of fences &lined in the free-stream direction on
surface of the semispan model was detemined.

SYMIMXS, Cmmmm, AND CxRHEmom

The data are presented in the fmm of standard N&3A

tip, the

the uppr

coeffi-
cients and sydbols. All forces and moments are presented about the
stability axes with their origtn on the root chord at the sam fore
and aft location as a point at 25 percent of the m3sn aerodynamic
chord of the plain wing.

%

lift coefficient
(

twice lift of semispan model

qs )

drag coefficient
(

twice drag of semispan model

qs )

MD increment of drag coefficient caused by the extension
of the controls

cm

rolling+noment coefficient
(

rolling mcmnt
qsb )

Ppit ing-momnt coefficient

(
twice pitching moment of semispan model

qs?! )

pb
helix angle of roll, radians

Z?

a angle of attack of the wing chord line, degrees

‘+ angle of yaw, degrees

~ free-stream dpamic pressure
0
~~ , pounds per

square fcot

. .

●
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full-span wing area, square feet

full wing span, feet

rate of roll, radians per second

airspeed, feet per second

air density, slugs per oubic foot

wing chord, feet

wing man aerodynamic chord, feet

aspect ratio
()

b~

s

eff ctive Reynolds numiber

( )
~ x(turbulence factor)
kinematic viscosity

where the following turbulence factorss as
determined from sphere tests, were used:

(a) 2.34- turbulence net inz
(b) 1.0 - turbulence net out

cmrrentional aileron deflection measured in a pleme
perpendicular

Subscripts

L left aileron

R right aileron

to the hinge line, degrees

u uncorrected values

The data’obtained from tests of the semispan model were
corrected fczcthe effects of the tunnel wells by the wthod of
reference 2, w3ich does not-consider corrections for a swept-back
wing. fi order to facilitate the reduction of the data, the
corrections were assured to be identical to those for a model of
unswe~t plan form of the same aspect.ratio, span, and taper ratio.
The corrections applied to the date obtained from tests of the
semispan model are as follows:

‘In order to increase the effective Reynolds nuniberfor the ful.l-
span model, a turbulence net was installed in the wind tunnel.*

.
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Al (jetioundary conection) = 0.652 ~
.

Q (streamline-curvaturecorrection) = 0.0646 C~

m = 0.0133 c~=

ilc~= 0.00188 c~

ML = 9-0.004c~

A previous check of the corrections for a similar model of a swept-
back wing indicated sweeplack to have a negligible effect on the
magnitude of the corrections.

The hag c~fflcients presented for the semispan model are not
the absolute values as the drag of the reflection turntalle is
included. However, the incremental drag coefficients causedby the
controls are believed to he approximately correct.

The rolling mo~nts produced by the chmd-extension controls
on the semispan model were not corrected for reflected load effects,
as It was desired to obtain only the comparative effectiveness of
the various controls.

No corrections have been applied to the data obtained from tests
of the full+pan model because of the small size of the model relat-
ive to the size of the test section of the wind tunnel.

MODELS AND APPARWUS

A semispan model and a fulLspan model were used for the inves-
tigation in the Ames T-by l&foot wind tunnel. The wing panels of
the full-spsm mmiel were three-eights oP the scale d the semispan
model. Both motils hadu 64A210 (a=o.8)airfoil sections2 parallel
to the plane of s-try, the 2>percent chord line swept back 45°,
an aspect ratio of 4.5, and a taper ratio of 0.5. A summary of the
geometric characteristics of the models is presented in table I.

The semispan model was mounted on a turntable that was flush
with the tunnel floor which simulated the @ane of s-try (fig. 1).
The forces and moments acting on the model were measuredly the
normal six+omponent wind-tunnel balance system.

The full-pan model was mounted on a sting support as shown in
f@ure 2. Rolling—momsnts of the full-span model were nr3asured.,

2T& s@ol A represents an airfoil section with 8trd@lt SldOS

ngar,,thetrailing edge. .

.
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exclusive of the forces
electrical strain gage.
effects of the sting on

5

on the support, %y mans of a cantilever
No allowance was ude for interference
the model. The model was allowed to rotate—

unrestrained about an axis parallel to the air stream. In this
manner rates of roll produced by the various controls were deter-
mined by timing a given number of complete revolutions of the model.
In order to obtain steady rates of roll, the model was statically
balanced about the axis of rotation at each angle of attack by the
addition of lead weights at the nose of the model. The angle of
attack of the model was changed.by rotation about a lateral axis
located at 19.8 percent of the Man aerodynamic chord.

The dimensional data for the chord+xtension controls tested
on the semispan model are presented in table II and figure 3. These
controls (made of 0.091—inch sheet steel) were attached to the upper
surface of the wing which was recessed to provide a smooth contour.
The controls ro~ected along the airfoil man caniberline, giving

8an sngle of”2 55* between the wing chord plane and the controls.
Controls A and B were assured to be extended by rotation about a
point on the wing trailing edge (fig. 3). No consideration was
given to the fact that control A could not be retracted within the
wing plan form as it was desired to determine the maximum effective—
ness obtainable with such a control. Control B was similar to
control A except that control B could be retracted within the wing
plan form. Control C was ~rely a constant-chord extension and
control D was similar to control A except that control D covered
the entire wing span.

Spoilers were tested on the upper surface of the semispan .

model in the positions shown in figure 4. The spoilers (made of
0.051-inch aluminum alloy) were mounted perpendicular to the wing
chord plane and extended 1 inch above the wing surface. Four
fences (1 inch high) alined parallel to the plane of symmtry were
also tested on the upper surface of the semispan model (also shown
in fig. 4).

A chord+tiension control (controlAl) simUar to control A
was tested on the full-span model. Instead of extending the control
along the airfoil man caniberline as on thq semispan model, it was
extended tangent to the airfoil upper surface. This resulted in an
angle of 5%8~ between t2m control and the wing chord plane. A
plain, unsesled aileron of 2&percent chord and 5CLpercent span was
also investigated on the full-span model (fig.2).

.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

chord~xtension Controls on the Semispan Model

l’heresuits obtained from the ~sts of the chord+ fi~fon
controls on the semispan model are presented in figures 5 and 6. As
shown %y these data, the chord-extension controls are chsmacterized
at low angles of attack by low rolling effectiveness which is con-
siderably improved as the angle of attack is increased. The maximum
lift increments and the lift-curve slope increase caused by these
controls are approximately proportional to the increase in wing axea
as illustrated by the following table which compares the percentage
increase in maximmn lift coefficient and the percentage increase in
llftiume slope with the percentage increase in area:

Increase in
Increase in Increase in

Control
area ~)

maximum lift lift-curve
coefficient ($Z) slope V)

A (16°) 12.3 12.7
B 10.4 10.4 “ ?
c 8.2 7
D 21:; 70.9 20

As
in

would be expected, the chord+xtension controls caused an increase
the longitudinal stability of the model.

A ChordXExtension Control and a Conventional
Aileron on the Full-Span Model

In order to obtain a comparison of the performance of the chord-
etiension control with that of a conventional aileron, tests were
conducted upon the full-span model with a conventional aileron of
2&percen~ chord and 5&percent span and with a chord+xtension
control of 5&percent semispan similar to control A extended 16°.
Measuramnts were made of the rolling moments at -f- -es of
yaw throughout the angle-of+ttack range and the rates of roll with
the model rotating unrestrained. It was found that at small angles
of attack control A, as tewted on the full-span model, W3S
incapable of producing stea~y,rates of roll with the nmdel unre-
strained. Therefore, the control was extended tangent to the upper
surface of the airfoil (referredto as control Al), thereby
increasing the control deflection relative to the wing chord plane

—

—

.
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from 2°55* to P18t.
extension control on
of ~18t.

All the res+ts presented for the chord-
the full-span model are for a deflection

.7

The rolling~ nt coefficients and the win#ip helix angles
measured with the chord+ tiension control Al and with the conven-
tional ailerons on the full-span model are presented in figure 7.
As shown by these data, the ailerons were considerably more effec-
tive than the chord-extension controls. Also the effectiveness of
the chord+tiension control was seriously reduced as the angle of
yaw was increased. The wing=tip helix angles which the conventional
ailerons me capable of producing were also estfmated from the
measured rolling+mxmmt coefficients, using the damping In roll of
reference 3 reduced by the cosine of the sweepback angle. The
results, shown in figure 7, indicate that simple sweep theory gives
a good ffrst approximation of the damping in roll at small angles
of attack, but at higher angles of attack where the wing tip was
stalled the consequent reduction in the demping in roll should be
considered.

ByEans of a turbulence net andby varying the dynemic
pressure from 5 to 50 pounds ~r square foot, the Reynolds nuder
of the full-s~ model mS varied from 0.27 x l& to 2.08 x 10s.
The effect of this variation of Reynolds nuniberon the wi~tip helix
angles producedby control Al is shown in figure 8.

Spoilers on the Semispan Model

Ths data from the tests of the spoilers of ~percent span on
the semlspan model are presented in figure 9. As shown by these
data, the largest rolling+noment coefficients were masured for the
spoiler perpendicular to the air stream. However, at high angles
of attack, there was either a complete reversal in spoiler effectiv-
enessor the effectiveness was seriously reduced, depending on the
spoiler location. The spoilers were comiderably more effective at
low angles of attack, but were less effective at high angles of
attack than the chord+xtension controls. The conventional ailerons
tested on the full-span model were mare effective than any of the
other controls tested.

‘Fences on the Semispan Model

During the course of the investigati& fences were tested on the
upper surface of the semispan model in an effort to extend the
lineerity of the pitihing+n~nt characteristics to higher lift
coefficients. As shownby the data in figure 10, the fences did
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extend the linear variation of pitching+mment coefficient with lift
coefficient from a lift coefficient of 0.45 to 0.80. However, the
longitudinal stability at higher lift coefficients was not imyroved.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the wind-tunnel investigation of several lateral-
control devices and fences on a 45° swepk’ack wing of aspect ratio
4.5 and of taper ratio 0.5 indloate:

10 The conventional ailerons were more effective in producing
rolling moments than either the chord-extension controls or the
spoilers throughout the useful angle-of+ttack range.

2. The maximum effectiveness of the spoilers in producing
rolling moments was obtained with the syoilers perpendicular to the
air stream. .

3. Simple sweep theory provided a good first approxhation of
the damping in roll at small angles of at&ck, but was unsatisfactory
for ~redicthg the damping in roll at higher angles of attaok when
the wing was p=tially stalled.

4. The fences parallel to the air stream increased the maximum
lift coefficient for a linear variation of pltching+nmumt coefficient
with lfft cmfficlent from 0.45 to 0.80, but caused no improvement
in the longitudinal stability at higher lift coefficients.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Moffett Field, CalIf.
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRY OF MODELS

Dimsnsion Ssmispan wing N1-span wing

Aspect ratio 4.-5 4.5

Ta~r ratio ●5 .5

Sweepback of 0.25-ohord
line, degrees k5 45

Airfoil section NAC!A NACA
64A210 (a=O.8) 64A21o (a=o.8)

Spare,feet 4 3

Area, square feet 7.097 1.956

Mean aerodynamic chord,
feet 1.844 .692

Root chord, feet 2.371 .889

Tip chord, feet 1.185 .444

.
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TABIZ II.- DIMENSIONAL DATA E’(IRCHQRXEX!’L!ENSION
CON!lROM ON TEE SEMISPAN MODEL

Angle between wing

Control
Control span traili~ edge and Area

Wing semispan
ccnxtroltrailing edge (Sq ft)
in plan view (deg)

A 0.50 16 0.87

A .50 11 .5*

A. .50 6 .326

B .44 16 .74

c .50 0 (Constant+hora ●55
control)

D 1.00 8 1.74

.

.

.
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(b) Control A extended
Figure l.- Semispam model mounted in the Ames 7– by 10-foOt wind tunnel.
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(a) ConventioMl ailerons defleoted (b) Control A. ertentled

Figure 2.– Full-span mcdel mounted on the sting in tlm AIES 7- by l&foot wind tunnel.
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Section A-A, no scale

Control C Control D

Ail dimensions in inches =&=

Rgure 3.- Chord-extension controls tested on semispan model.
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Note (~All dimensions in inches

(2) Fences and spoilers extended / inch

dove the wing surfoce.

Rgure 4- Spoilers umf fences tesied on the semispt7n model.
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o 09 Unflagged sym.

Ailerons -
❑ 16” Flagged sy?n.
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1 ----- Computed from rolling-moment coef-
, ficlants produced by

ailerons.

1

8

0 4 8 12 /6 20 24
Angle of uttuck, a, deg.

Figure Z- Comparison

Q/?d Wing-tip helix

extension control

of rolling-moment coefficients

onghS~roo’uce~ by ChOrO’-

41 und conventional oilerons
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on the full-spun model. /?eff = /.88x10?
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Drag coefficient, CD

Figure IO.- Effect of upper-surface fences on the aerodynamic choructerlstlcs of the

semispan model. Reff = 1.88 X 10!


